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transformable [space 
A space that the shape, appearance, quality or nature can be changed 
immediately, depending on different situations or conditions in where 
the space is located. 
We can easily find many things that are transformable in its shape or 
function in our daily lives; but not all of them can be called as [trans-
formable space], because some of their focus are not put on [space]. 
> Design of furniture always puts the focus on functions and form, 
the way of transformation is based on the practical requirements. 
> Geometry contains space, but in this example, it purely concerns 
about the relations of lines, angles and shape. 
> The relationship between interior and exterior is experimented by 
combining the basic movement of sliding, folding and swing doors. 
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c o 工 
local examples 
In Hong Kong, there are many examples that contains the principle 
of transformation, for example, the stalls along Tung Choi Street 
(Ladies? Street), newspaper kiosk and green cabinets in market. But 
actually, most of them are seems to be an object, like tools, settings 
or machines, rather than space. 
12 
packed newspaper kiosk 
13 
limited space 
Due to the lack of space in Hong Kong, it is better to contains more 
than one functions within a limited space, on the other words, we 
should try to enhance the flexibility and efficiency of space, by trans-
forming the space to various functions to meet several situations and 
requirements. 
14 
green cabinet in traditional market, the store can be open completely in a very short 




Hong Kong people has very few cultural activities in daily lives, com-
paring to the commercial or business activities. In order to promote 
cultural life, we should integrate that into the crowned area, like 
shopping or working area in Causeway Bay and Central, by setting up 
an informal exhibition space with mutli-functions event space. 
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The flexibility of combinations of flat mix can be achieved by applying 
the basic principles of transformations : sliding / rotating / folding to 
the movable interior partitions. 
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folding of partition walls to divide or extend the space of rooms 
23 
transportable 
The structure is designed to be foldable that all members are con-
nected by hinged joints 
When it is unfolded, the shelter is formed; 
ponents can be removed. 












Construction period and temporary supporting structure can be 
reduced by applying the principle of transformation to construction 


































transformable space can be divided in two categories : 
Structural-oriented 
transformations are only applied on the structural members 
space - oriented 
the application of transformations focus on spatial relationship and 
organization 
the movable elements are categorized into the groups : envelope, 
interior partitions and the whole structure 
38 
space structure 
envelope partitions whole 
39 
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the basic movements are : 
sliding 
all parts of an element moves in a parallel way 
rotating 
an element turn about one fix point 
rolling 
plenty of elements linked with hinged joint rotating about the starting 
element which sliding forward 
folding 
two elements rotating about a moving point 
40 
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sliding & rotating > 
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rotating > > > folding > 
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Shopfront for Art and Architecture 
Steven Holl 
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envelope partitions whole structure 
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Rue de Suisse Scheme 
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rotating > > 
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sliding + folding 
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sliding > > 





folding + rotating 
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folding > > 
rotating > > 
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combination 








rotating + folding 
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2 - sides 
172 
perpendicular 
1 - side 
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� � event space 
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PRINCIPLE container #01 
skin 
\ slide 、•么 slide 
definitions 





































PRINCIPLE container #01 & container #02 
skin + staircase 











cafe / sitting area 
229 
exhibition space 
cafe / sitting area 
230 
cinema 
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elements & space 
space is divided, expanded or reconfigured by applying the basic 
principles: sliding, rotating & folding to the space defining elements. 
As a result, the combinations of these basic principles of transforma-
tion create a new way of logic. 
240 
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There are several types of funcitons provided, while the exhibition 
space is the main space, the others, like cafe, shop and film project-
ing area are the supporting space that introduce more activities in the 
place • r • 
As the elements have many ways of combinations, the functions are 




cafe / sitting area 
shop / showroom 
supporting space 
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shop / showroom ^ 
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exhibition space 
film projecting area 
266 




1 unpack > 1 
envelope #01 + 
partitions 
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There are four sites selected at Mong Kok, Tsim Sha Tsiii, Causeway 
Bay and Central, which have different nature and relationship with 
surroundings; so as to demonstrate how the design to be adaptable 






> retail store 





> cultural centre 
> museum of art 
> space museum 
> shopping malls 
main street < site > back street main street < site > subway 
280 
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 R o a d 
Causeway Bay 
commercial 
> shopping malls 
> cinema 
> Japanese department store 
Central 
business 
> office building 
> banks 
> government departments 
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left-over space 1: 2000 
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materials, joints & structure 
Three types of materials - steel, plastic, wood are used for different 
spatial 知finitions • , , . • 
In order to reduce manufacturing costs, the types of steel are mm卜 
Thelfmited space can be used efficiently by changing the form, size 
and funcitons of space easily 
300 
120/120/10 mm coated-steel angle 
2. 80/40/8 mm coated-steel channel 
3. 50/50/5 mm coated-steel T-section 
4. 50/50/5 mm coated-steel angle 
5. 160/80 mm coated-steel RHS 
6. coated-steel I -beam 200 mm deep 
7. stainless-steel grating (25/75 mm mesh) 
8. con 
ing wi 
rugated transparent polycarbonate sheet 
ith UV-screen coating 
9. 25 mm oak planks 
301 











In order to enrich visual effects of the transformation, metal grating was selected as the 
materials of skins, since the translucency of metal grating varies according to different 
positions and orientations. 
natural lighting & ventilation 
Metal grating and corrugated transparent polycarbonate sheet allow natural lighting 
and ventilation 
stiffness 
Metal grating can be used as bracing for the steel structural frame and It is stiff enough 





The three types of movable joints 一 sliding joint, rotating joint and folding joint, are 
specially designed for this project to achieve the purposes : 
space saving 
The rotating joint is composed of two pairs of 1 20/120/1 0 mm coated steel angle, 
when they are folded, the thickness can be kept to one member size only 
special movement 
Some movements are the result of applying rotating joints in X, Y, Z axes or combining 
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